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Is diary of a wimpy kid a chapter book
If your son is a fan of a Wimpy Kid's Jeff Kinney Diary, how many times have the books read? At my house, I think it's fair to say that each of my two children is easily double-digit. My family loves this show. They're funny with a lot of smart and sad humor. See, besides being a mother of two tweens, they are also a librarian for children,
and as such appreciate the series for its merits. I understand why it's a great success with children. With a lot of illustrations and poorly typed writing, the series is easy to digest and makes for quick reading. They are perfect for the reader moving towards chapter books, but it is disappointed with how few pictures the chapter books have
and how many words exist on a page (cruel and torturous!). But what happens when it's time for our children to move on and read something else? Especially if they don't naturally gravitate to books? As a librarian, I am often in charge of this challenge by other parents. It is then that we try to find them what is called “read-alike”. It's just
what it looks like, a book that captures the appeal of why he liked the original book first. The diary of a Wimpy Kid reaches a wide range of ages, from advanced readers beginning in first grade to middle school, so the book recommendations below will reach different age groups. Some are better for younger readers and some will be more
attractive for older readers. Some follow the diary-exque style of Wimpy Kid with a heavy mix of illustrations and writing, some are more traditional chapter books. What they all have in common is that they are fun, a little silly and have lots of baby appeals. Most of the books listed here are also the first of a series, so if your children enjoy
it, there are some extra books to keep your children reading!The Treehouse of 13 floors A young Andy and Terry live in a wonderful tree house that is the dream of every child. While fighting to complete their publicationThey board in fantastic adventures. This book will address younger readers because it has great illustrations on each
page and no more than a short text paragraph. (The 13-Story Treehouse is by Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton (Illustrator) 2. Timmy Falling: Were Errors made Timmy and his sidekick, a 1200-pounder polar bear called Total, open an investigative agency. Like the Diary of a Wimpy Boy, humor in this book is numb. Slapstick appeal for
smaller children, but with more humor numb for mature readers. You can deliver this to your younger reader, but don't be surprised if a older brother affects it! (Timmy Fall: Mistakes Were Made is by Stephan Pastis) 3. Dog stick stick Dog and his dog friends are a great reading for younger or more reluctant readers. With silly humor and a
format that presents a lot of drawings and a few phrases per page, Stick Dog has the heart and he and his canine friends are a lot of fun to be around. (Stick Dog is Tom Watson and Ethan Long (Illustrator) 4. Big Nate: In a class from itself Probably the most obvious reading-alike with a similar balance of illustrations and text like Wimpy
Kid, Peirce transformed his long comic run into a similar format of illustrations and prose. Nate is a nice hero for every smart guy who doesn't seem to be out of trouble at school. (Big Nate) In a class of himself is Lincoln Peirce) 5. The Terrible Two Pranks and smart, fun humor pepper with cow facts (educative!) in The Terrible Two by two
of the best authors of contemporary image books. Although there are illustrations on almost every page, they are smaller and the text is more in the style of traditional chapter books. This is a great book to connect readers who are not ready to give up illustrations, but are ready to face a slightly more challenging format. Vocabulary isa
little more challenging. (The Terrible Two is by Jory John, Mac Barnett, and Kevin Cornell (Illustrator) 6. Theby Max Crumbly: Locker Hero Same formula cartoon/prose with a “sweet” character but readable that navigates the middle school. Although the character is in 8th degree, it does not seem more mature than its average elementary
school reader. This book addresses a wide range of children, from about 3rd grade to 6th degree. (The Adventures of Max Crumbly: Locker Hero is by Rachel Renée Russell) 7. The last children on earth The last children on earth is like the walking deaths for children, but without nightmares and full of laughter. An unlikely group of student
bands together while fighting monsters and zombies, transforming survival into game-exque video challenges. Some pages are all illustrations, while others are mostly text. Like most of these books, this is aimed at a range of diverse ages. (The last children on the land of Max Brallier) 8. Pork diaries: Tales from a non-so-fabulous Life
Dork Diaries probably appeal more to girls and makes skew a little older and also because of vocabulary and themes (romantic crushes). The characters and arguments are from below, but if your child does not get much pleasure from reading, this will be a fast and fun book. (Diaries of pork: stories from a non-so-fabulous Life is by
Rachel Renée Russell) 9. The Popularity Papers: Search for social improvement and general improvement of Lydia Goldblatt & Julie Graham-Chang Popularity Papers gives each girl a distinct voice while passing their notebooks back and forth documenting their research to be popular. Unlike Dork Diaries, this is a more realistic take on
the life of tween and Lydia, Julie, their families and friends are extremely legible. The format is a bit different, which could be a bit discouraging for the younger reader. Although most pages have a lot of illustrations, when it is all the text is a mistake of two different entries andof writing. It can be difficult to follow if a child is used to follow
things in a traditional visual order. In addition, one ofstyles are curved, which could be a challenge among children who have not yet learned, but I encourage everyone to give a try. is the effort that is well rewarded. (the popularity papers: research for social improvement and general improvement of lydia goldblatt & julie Graham-Chang is
of amy ignatow) 10. the tip powder of the doctor proctor if the name of the author sounds familiar, you could have more familiarity with him as an adult mystery writer. the images are minimal in this book, so visually, this could be a difficult sale for smaller children. the argument will be a tie for any child who loved the captain of dav pilkey
underpants, but is ready to pass to a more challenging book. 11, 12, 13, 14. the middle school series, series the funny, treasure hunters series, and jacky has with the books of james patterson, we begin to move into more traditional chapter books. there are still illustrations, but less frequent and not a regular part of history. james
patterson is one of those authors who made a personal mission to get reading children, especially reluctant readers. his books are fun and relatable and his characters develop a bit of maturity and self-awareness at the end of the book. find here the series of children of james patterson: the middle school series, series the funny, series
treasure hunters and jacky ha. 15. the twins upholsterers go to war (with others) ideas in alternation of voices with images and other interspersed documents, reese twins and rivalry and claudia exasperation with each other is authentically exhilarating, even if your reader can not personally relate to brothers who go out of war each other.
delivery this book to a slightly more mature reader. the character, the visual style, and the maturity of the characters will turn more to the readers who are ready for a departure from the diary-exque style of wimpy(The Tapper Twins Go To War (with the other) is by Geoff Rodkey) Rodkey)My life as a book A main character who fears his
summer reading list makes this book perfect for reluctant readers who identify with frustrations to be forced to read for school. It is an engaging and fast book with a decade of old illustrations of words and creative vocabulary that will be a success with slightly older and reluctant readers. (My life as a book is by Janet Tashjian) 17. The
strange case of Origami Yoda The saving wisdom of Star Wars’ Yoda comes to life in this unique story of a finger puppet that can be more than it looks for a group of 6th grade students. Funny, wise, and I guarantee that children will try to make their own origami Yodas (instruments included). Each page is spicy with small illustrations, so
this is a great book for a child who is ready to move towards fewer images, even if they think they are not. (The Strange Case of Origami Yoda is by Tom Angleberger) More by Alphamom: TwitterFacebookPin ItEmail Article is diary of a wimpy kid considered a chapter book. how many books are there for diary of a wimpy kid. is diary of a
wimpy kid a good book
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